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Cognizant Achieves New Google Cloud Specialization in
Application Specialization and 11 Expertise Credentials

As a Google Cloud partner, Cognizant has been awarded a new Specialization, as well as 11 Expertise
credentials from Google. Earning these endorsements is an important milestone for the Cognizant Google
Business Group, and shows our level of dedication for expanding the breadth and depth of capabilities to help
our joint clients succeed with Google Cloud.

A Specialization is the highest technical designation that Google confers upon its partners. The classification
denotes that the partner consistently excels in customer success and has proven technical capabilities, as
vetted by Google and an independent third-party assessor. Cognizant’s latest Specialization is in Application
Development, establishing our ability to create even more value for our Google Cloud customers. Our three
previous Specializations are in Infrastructure, Cloud Migration and Data Management.

Cognizant also received 11 Expertise credentials, proving our ability to drive customer success through our
experience in specific industries, solutions and products. These eleven areas of expertise include Retail and
Wholesale, Financial Services, Open Source Technology, Google Cloud Networking, Google Cloud Databases,
Google Cloud App Development & Monitoring, Google Cloud Analytics, Modernizing Legacy Applications, New
Business Channels using APIs,Application Security, and Conversational Design.

“These designations mean that Cognizant clients can have the utmost confidence in our abilities to deliver
quality work and measurable outcomes in these areas,” said Sanjiv Gossain, SVP and Global Leader of
Cognizant’s Google Business Group. “The dedication we put towards ensuring we are a leader in Google Cloud
technologies helps our clients find even greater success along their modernization journeys, and we look
forward to more exciting work in these domains.”

Learn More:
Announcing the Cognizant Google Business Group
Cognizant Partners with Google Cloud on Google Cloud Cortex Framework
The Cognizant and Google Cloud Partnership
Google Names Cognizant a Google Cloud Breakthrough Partner of the Year
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